Peter G Schultz
Expanding our genetic code
Awards
2013 The Laureate Chemistry for the Future Solvay Prize
2006 ACS Arthur C. Cope Award
2002 Paul Erhlich and Ludwig Darmstaedter Award
2000 ACS Alfred Bader Award in Bioorganic Chemistry
1998 NSF Alan T. Waterman Award
1994 Wolf Prize in Chemistry
1992 UC Berkeley College of Chemistry Teaching Award
1990 ACS Award in Pure Chemistry

Nobel Laureate?

Born June 23, 1956

Combinatorial chemistry
and
Molecular evolution

Achievements:
Catalytic antibodies
Phage‐display libraries (with Lerner)
Surface‐library chips
Novel materials with novel optical, electronic, and catalytic properties
Proteins and small molecules controling aging, cancer and autoimmunity
Stem‐cell differentiation (screening 2 million compounds)
De‐specialization back to stem‐cell pluripotency
Drugs and tools:
Reversine:
Stauprimide:
Stemregenin 1:
Kartogenin:
TCA1:
Other:

back to pluripotency
a molecule priming stem cells for differentiation
AhR antagonist that expands hematopoietic stem cells ex vivo
CBFβ activator that induces cartilage differentiation in vivo
DprE1‐MoeW inhibitor now in the MR TB Alliance pipeline
Prostate cancer, Multiple sclerosis and more

Citations for PG Schultz: 937 publications on Scifinder
1980‐2000 : 2824 citations,
2000‐2007 : 7339 citations, 2008‐2015 : 7127 citations, Totally approx 16.500 citations

Nomination:

Genetic encoding of UAA’s 1999 ‐ 2015
Mutant amino acyl tRNA synthetases
Charging nonsense‐codon tRNAs with UAA’s
Genetic programing of unnatural proteins with UAA’s

PG Schultz
PNAS 1999
JACS 2000

Three steps to reprogram natural stop codons NSAA’s (UAA’s)

Codons, syntheases, t‐RNA’s

Selection schemes : Mammalian, E.Coli, Yeast

Selection schemes for genetically encoding amino acids in E. coli and
yeast. (a) Two‐step selection for the directed evolution of orthogonal
UAARS/tRNASB pairs in E. coli. (b) Two‐step selection for the directed
evolution of orthogonal UAARS/tRNASB pairs in yeast.
Abbreviations: aaRS, aminoacyl‐tRNA synthetase; codonBL, blank codon; 5‐FOA, 5‐fluoroorotic acid; GFPUV, green fluorescent protein;
PT7, bacteriophage T7 promoter; T7 RNAP, bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase; tRNASB, suppressor tRNA; UAA, unnatural amino acid;
UAARS, UAA‐specific mutant aaRS; URS, upstream repression sequence.

Expanding the genetic code

Applications

Schultz

Subcellular Protein Localization by Using a genetically Encoded Fluorescent Amino Acid
Bacterial tubulin, FtsZ, polymerization

Multiformat T‐Cell‐Engaging Bispecific antibodies Targeting Human Breast Cancers
Angew. Chem. 2015
In vivo click conjugation of antibodies
Ketone ‐ oxime and cyclo‐octyne ‐ azide
In vivo specificity & activity
towards breast cancer.
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Expanding the genetic code

New ribosomes

Encoding multiple unnatural amino acids via evolution of a quadruplet‐decoding ribosome
Evolve orthogonal ribosome that efficiently decodes quadruplet codons and the amber codon, providing
several blank codons on messenger RNA, which it specifically translates. Mutually orthogonal aminoacyl‐tRNA
synthetase–tRNA direct the incorporation of distinct unnatural amino acids in response to new blank codons.
They direct the formation of redox‐insensitive nanoscale protein cross‐link by cellular click reaction of
encoded azide‐ and alkyne‐containing amino acids. It will be possible to encode more than 200 unnatural
amino acid combinations using this approach. Ribo‐Q1 independently decodes a series of quadruplet codons,
and facilitate encoded synthesis and synthetic evolution of unnatural polymers in cells.

Four codons

Chin et al. ‐ Student of Schultz
Patent
EXPANDING THE EUKARYOTIC GENETIC CODE
Chin, J. W. Cropp, A. T. Anderson, C. J. Schultz, P. G.

PG Schultz is the #1 translational researcher (Nature Biotech)
♦ 100 patents
♦ Recent patents on recoding biology
Unnatural reactive amino acid genetic code additions
Expanding the eukaryotic genetic code
Cells comprise orthogonal aminoacyl‐tRNA synthetase and p‐acetyl‐L‐phenylalanine;
In vivo incorporation of unnatural amino acids
Unnatural reactive amino acid genetic code additions
Methods and Compositions for the Production of Orthogonal tRNA‐Aminoacyl tRNA
Synthetase Pairs

Release of bugs with >20 natural amino acids

Question: What does the G in Peter G Schultz stand for?
PG Schultz is presenting at TH – Symposium 2016

DR LIU, PG. Schultz Progress toward the evolution of an organism with an expandedc
genetic code PNAS 1999 4780
L Wang, T.J. Magliery, D.Rliu, P.G. Schultz, A new functional suppressor tRNA/aminoacyl‐
tRNA synthetase pair for the in vivo incorporation of unnatural amino acids into proteins"
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000 5010–5011
L. Wang, A. Brock, B. Herberich, P.G. Schultz, Expanding the Genetic Code of Escherichia
coli. Science 2001 292: 498–500
Other
K. Kowal, et al. Twenty‐first aminoacyl‐tRNA synthetase–suppressor tRNA pairs for possible use in site‐specific
incorporation of amino acid analogues into proteins in eukaryotes and in eubacteria. PNAS vol. 98, 2001 2268–
2273
Sakamoto, et al."Site‐specific incorporation of an unnatural amino acid into proteins in mammalian cells". Nucleic
Acids Res. ; 2002 304692–4699.

PNAS 1988

The Tirrel method
of Met replacement

